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14 Questions You Need to ask When Considering Call Center 
Consolidation 

By: Colin Taylor 
Organizations today look across their customer facing organization and see cluster of call center activities: sales, 

technical support, customer service, returns, billing, collections etc. These call centers can exist in a company’s 

divisions or operating companies. Even small and medium sized businesses can find that they have five or more call 

centers in operation all acting independently. 

The solution appears obvious, consolidate the centers. This sounds logical. Why do this in many places when we can 

do it in one? Efficiency to gain economies of scale and therefore reduce costs sounds pretty easy. After all it’s just people and phones 

right? 

 

The truth is often a little more complicated. Yes it is possible to consolidate all the 

centers into one location, but is that what is right for the business, for the divisions, for 

the customers and for the stakeholders? There are a number of points to consider in 

making this decision: 

1. What are we terming a call center? The term today is ubiquitous. We 

need to define what is intended to be done in the center. Are we only talking about 

voice communications and telephone calls? Are these just incoming calls or will there 

also be outbound calls? What about emails or chats will the center be handling these as 

well? 

2. Call centers require telephony. If you already have centers today you 

may already have call center telephony in place. Is it premise based or hosted? Is it 

current or out of date? Is there an upgrade path or is the next step a forklift? Can it meet 

the channel requirements of inbound, outbound, email, chat, IVR etc.? Will it scale to 

meet the consolidated needs or will you need a new solution? 

3. Call centers generally require access to other technologies in order to work and work effectively. What about your 

CRM? Is it deployed across the enterprise or are there separate CRM or similar systems in each center? Are they 

connected to provide a single view of the client, the caller? Do they connect with the backend billing systems or is 

that another system that the center will need to access? 

4.  Do you have an IVR (Interactive Voice Response) system? Do you need one? How about a predictive dialer? If you 

are going to be making large volumes of outbound calls then a dialer may be appropriate or should these services be 

outsourced on an as needed basis? 
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5.  How will you manage the centers’ workforce? Do you have a WFM (Workforce management) system today or is 

this added to the shopping list? 

6. What impact will consolidation have on your disaster recovery, business continuity plan? A single location is also a 

single point of failure. 

7. Where will the center or centers be located? Just because you have available real estate doesn’t mean you should use 

it. The objective of a call center site selection project isn’t to find the easiest or even the cheapest location for the 

call center(s). The goal of site selection is to identify locations that will deliver sustainability to the call center, long 

term. The most expensive part of any center is people. Finding them, keeping them and having them close by, is 

critical to finding the ‘right’ center. 

8. People. Each center you have today is staffed by employees who are working away serving their customers (internal 

or external). What will happen with them? Will they be offered roles in the new center? To what degree does this 

depend on the location selected? Will they be offered roles elsewhere in the organization? Will there be decline in 

service quality, productivity and accuracy in the existing centers once they know their jobs may be going away? 

How will you keep them working effectively in the center and not looking for or leaving for, other jobs? 

9. Unless 100% of the current staff moves to the new center(s) you will need to plan to hire new staff. What are the 

skills and competencies needed to be effective in each the roles, in each of the workgroups or call centers being 

consolidated? Is there a skills map? How do we test for these skills? 

10. Do we know where to find candidates, how to hire them and what to pay them? Once on board how will we train 

them, coach them and mentor them? What career path will exist for the call center employees to move up in the 

center and/or organization? 

11. Who is going to run the center? If you have a number of small centers today you may not have anyone with the 

experience, knowledge or skills to manage a much larger and more complicated environment. 

12. What is the culture we want to create in our center(s)? How will we design, create and sustain this culture? 

13. What metrics will the center employ? Where will this data come from? Which of the many possible metrics will be 

the Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) and why? How will we construct the operational dashboard and disseminate 

this information within the center and to the business units the center serves? 

14. How will we bring the customer perspective into the center design and management? How will we measure quality, 

satisfaction, resolution and/or Net Promoter scores? 

The above are just some of the considerations that you must consider when you are looking at consolidating call centers. There can be 

great returns achieved through investing in a consolidated call center environment, but there are also great risks. When a customer or 

prospect interacts with the call center, the agent or advisor is the company to the caller. Failure to properly plan, deploy, recruit and 

train can resolve in degraded customer experience, reduced loyalty, brand erosion reduced customer satisfaction. Taylor Reach has 

assisted numerous organizations to navigate the dangerous waters of call center consolidation and we stand ready to assist you. For 

more information please contact us. Let us know what you think of this article, please visit www.thetaylorreachgroup.com  or 

send us an email at info@thetaylorreachgroup.com .  

 

Alignment, Engagement & Supporting the Brand- Snapshotz Research 
  

One of the great benefits of the Snapshotz call center audit tool is the insight that can be gained into the operation of not only 
your center, but also to the broader community that has deployed Snapshotz. To date more than 600 call center globally have 

utilized Snapshotz to audit their call and contact centers and drive their internal improvement processes. 

When we examine data from our global database we can see a number of interesting points related to their operations: 

* 28% of centers complete legacy work and/or serve the needs of third parties that are not core to the operation 

and function of the call center. These activities can include: Supporting Reception and the front counter, Providing staff 
for warehouse support, completing data entry etc. 

* 62% of call center characterize their operating philosophy as “meeting operating, production and 

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com%20.
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/snapshotz/
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quality targets and managing costs”- Only 12% of centers “try to Understand our strengths and weaknesses so that 

we can support the organizational goals” 

* 82% of call center leaders say that alignment to corporate goals and objectives in very important for 
the call center. Yet only 20% of centers said that their alignment was Good or Excellent. 77% stated that they just 

‘Meet Basic Criteria’. 

For more information on The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. and our call center consulting and research services please visit our website 

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com  or contact us for more information info@thetaylorreachgroup.com  

   

 
 

 

The Fastest and Most Effective Way to Improve your Call Center 
Operation 

We are already 1 month into the new year and how is your call center performing, really? Are you achieving your goals? How do 
your metrics and KPI’s compare to your peer centers? Do you know? What if you had a one time opportunity to invest $50,000 

in your call center, would you know where to spend it to get the ‘best bang for you buck’? 
 

If you answered ‘no’ to one or more of the above questions, don’t feel too bad, most center operators don’t do any better. We 

are often to busy and consumed by the day-to-day operation of our center to develop or maintain a true and objective view of 
our center and its relative performance. 

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/snapshotz/
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You can retain a consultant who can complete an assessment of your center and deliver that point of view perspective. This will 

cost, of course likely $40,000 or $50,000. That’s a lot of money. What if you could compare your center to hundreds of centers 
worldwide, to best practice centers, and gain a completely objective assessment of your center across more than 700 data 

points? Would this be worthwhile? Would this be worth $5,000, $10,000? 
 

If you answered Yes or even maybe, then Snapshotz (gratuitous promotion follows) could be the solution for you. Snapshotz is 
the only completely objective call center audit tool on the market today. Snapshotz allows you to assess your call center over 

700 data points, prioritize improvements, assign and manage your tasks and deliver improvements. You can compare centers, 
compare year over year or period over period performance, all against the same metrics. 

 

 

Well if you are willing to invest some time then you can complete an audit from only $2,500[Level 1 Audit] per center. 
Snapshotz is a global company that launched the first and is still only SaaS based call center assessment tool. 

To find out more about Snapshotz visit our website www.customerservicesaudit.com , or give me a call to discuss at 416-979-
8692 x200 or send me an email at ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com  . Improve your center today, take a Snapshotz. 

 For more information on Snapshotz, your can view the following webinars, hosted by our friends at CCNG, by clicking on the 
slides below; 

http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/snapshotz/
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/snapshotz/
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/snapshotz/
http://www.customerservicesaudit.com/
mailto:ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/snapshotz/
http://ccng.com/
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/report-sample-1.jpg
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/report-sample-2.jpg
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The Evolution the Call 
Center Audit

Accelerating Improvement in your Call Center 

 

 

The Call Center Audit
The Best Practice Advantage

Accelerating Improvement in your Call Center

 

Let us know what you think of this article, please visit www.thetaylorreachgroup.com or send us an email at 

info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.  

Inside TRG
Freebies and Giveaways 

Taylor Reach recently published a 20+ page eBook on Agent Retention in Call and Contact Centers and we already 

have more than 300 downloads, and lots of compliments. Download a copy here. 

Free Agent Retention eBook Available  

Labor represents two thirds of the operating costs in most call centers. Managing Attrition, staff retention, turnover 

is an essential to all centers. 

Created by; The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. the new eBook “How to Improve Staff Retention in Your Call Center” is 

the result of thirty plus years of hands on Operational management experience by its author Colin Taylor. Similar 

content has been delivered at countless workshops Colin has completed around the globe. The average price for 

these workshops is over $1,000 per attendee. You can gain the same insights today for zero cost. In the eBook you 

will discover: 

• The reasons why turnover and attrition are never-ending issues, 

• The significant impact turnover can have on your agent productivity, 

• How to calculate the ‘real’ cost of attrition in your center, 

http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com.
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/services/reports-and-white-papers/multi-channel-contact-center/
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• The impact of turnover on Wages, Morale, Quality, and the Customer Experience, 

• How to assess your centers’ agent career process, 

• Leadership strategies that lead to reduced attrition, 

• How to employ Rewards and Recognition to gain the best result, 

• How to motivate Gen X versus Gen Y, 

• How to Align your hiring and training process to deliver the desired results,  

To receive your complimentary copy of “How to Improve Staff Retention in Your Call Center” please register here.  

We are also offering our acclaimed Multi-Channel Contact Center primer, Toward a Multi-Channel Contact Center 

– Email and Chat: Emerging Contact Center Technologies. You can download your copy here . 

 

Call Center Channel on YouTube 

Taylor Reach has established a call center channel on YouTube on the channel you can view interviews with: 

Michael Biondo, Barb Bleiler, Thomas Dalton, Milan Katz, Stephen Gaskin, Rosetta Carrington Lue, and Amas 

Tenumah. You can also find case studies and more. Visit the channel here.  

 

 

Guaranteed ROI 

60 Minute 

Discovery Free! 

http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/services/reports-and-white-papers/how-to-improve-staff-retention-in-your-call-center/
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/services/reports-and-white-papers/how-to-improve-staff-retention-in-your-call-center/
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/services/reports-and-white-papers/multi-channel-contact-center/
http://www.youtube.com/user/colinsataylor?feature=mhum#p/u/5/6CCcNLBC2Do
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Case Study 

In this regular column we review the successes that Taylor Reach is part of.  

 

TRG helped a Rapidly Growing eCommerce organization get a Handle on the Customer Facing call 

center and Improve Productivity while Reducing Costs.  

The Challenge:  

An International specialty retailer had never expected Ecommerce to become large and successful. With stores in 

Canada, the United States and around the world, this retailer had enjoyed great success in the 'bricks and mortar' 

environment. What started out just a few short years ago as a couple of people answering phones in support of the 

website grew to more than 50 people serving customers. The call center was increasingly viewed as a cost center. 

Management was reluctant to keep adding staff to what was seen as adding little value to the company  

The Process:  

A Strategic Assessment end-to-end review of each of the 'moving-parts' within the call center infrastructure was 

conducted by Taylor Reach consultants to establish a baseline and identify priorities. The engagement assessed the 

people in the call centers, their skills and competencies, the processes, procedures, operational methodologies, 

technologies, quality and service practices and business objectives. The results were compared to proven 

operational ‘Best Practices’. The comparison gap and the business objectives were analyzed to find the high value 

high return projects and tasks that could be completed by the management themselves. The assessment results were 

set out in an 86 page report that identified more than 90 specific recommendations. Working in concert with senior 

management at the specialty retailer identified more than 30 specific recommendations to be initiated. These 

recommendations included both ‘low hanging fruit’ that could be captured without assistance from the consultants 

and complex projects that required skill sets and experience that the client did not possess internally. 

The Solution:  

Taylor Reach recommended and implemented a number of initiatives including redesigning the operational model, 

demand management, improved forecasting, empowering agents, introducing multiple channels (email, web chat 

and IVR) and shifted from a call center to a contact center. Specifically Taylor Reach researched technology 

solution providers to deliver ‘cloud’ based technologies that could support the call center. Vendors were vetted and 

selected to offer email management, hosted IVR and web chat capabilities. While previously an auto attendant had 

processed and streamed calls into the call center there was no ability to conduct data dips to assist customers. By 

added a robust solution customers gained the ability to track their orders through the IVR in addition to on the 

website. Email had long been a communication channel for the call center, however there was not an formal or 

integrated system in place, the center had simply employed Outlook. While a great tool this email system made 

managing email assignments, allocation, escalation, and reporting a difficult, impossible or manual process. The 

new email management system provided end to end tracking and reporting and included a ‘suggestion engine’ that 

suggested responses to the agent based upon key words and responses previously sent. The improvement in 

response time and quality was significant. Chat was a completely new channel that allowed customers to interact 

with the center while on the website and could be delivered on a lower cost basis. The customer feedback and 

satisfaction with chat has been very positive.  

The Result:  

The center went from a cost center in 2008 to more than million dollars profit in 2009. Productivity improved by 

54%, while the cost per contact declined by 47%. At the same time reduced call handle time, improved first call 

resolution, increased answer rate by 33%. The Service Level attainment improved by over 50% in the year!  
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Testimonials 
“Colin provided ING Direct Canada with consulting services. He was on budget; on time and the work was 

outstanding. We needed Colin to fine tune the work to our specifications and this was completed well within our 

time lines and the work produced was outstanding. I am happy to recommend or Colin as he has the following 

attributes:  

1. Honesty and integrity- “tells you what you need to hear vs. want to hear.” 

2. Commits and delivers on time lines.  

3. Ensures he completely understands requirements and regularly “checks in.”  

4. Excellent interpersonal skills.  

5. Deep and outstanding knowledge of the Contact Centre industry.  

6. Is a trusted resource and one can bounce ideas/thoughts with him.  

7. “Rolls up his sleeves” and gets the job done. Nothing is beneath him.  

8. Excellent communicator and delivers a message without the nonsense.  

9. Really understands the word “partnership.”  

10. Finally, more than just a contact centre professional; he is a rock solid business person!” 

Senior Executive ING Canada  

 

“Colin's years of Call Center experience have resulted in him becoming one of the premier experts in this field. He 

has helped countless companies improve their Call Center and Customer Service processes, and his monthly 

Newsletter provides valuable information and advice for all of those who are lucky enough to subscribe. In one 

place, you can find industry happenings, statistics, advice on problems/questions, case study information and much 

more. It's invaluable, and an easy on-line read, which makes it even more valuable in my view. I would recommend 

contacting Colin if you find that you are having problems providing the service you want in your call center. 

Although his business is recommending and providing call center solutions, he will not hesitate to be honest with 

you and tell you that with a few changes, you can manage everything on your own. This is an honesty that I value 

highly.”  

Senior Customer Service Executive, Readers Digest Asia 

 

“Colin is one of the leaders in the Contact Center industry. He really understands the key drivers of this business. 

He always showed me a better way to understand each side of this very complex business. He really helped me to 

develop my knowledge and view of Contact Centers.” EDS 

 

“Colin's vision, direction and management style was motivational and inspiring as he grew the business. Working 

along with him on many new and exciting ventures I admired his ability to build strong relationships with 

customers and suppliers, his strategic and visionary thinking, business savvy, and his supportive nature for his 

employees.” 

Customer Care Manager, BMO 

 

“John was retained by Advantex to lead a prototyping effort to outsource the sales cycle of a new business concept. 

John and his team worked diligently on this Proof of Concept, proving that business could be sold over the phone; 

this was an important step forward for Advantex, in terms of validating the opportunity to decrease the cost of sales, 

as well as confirming that it was a viable alternative to feet on the street. John took a complex offering, which 

worked in person, and broke it down to a workable over-the-phone pitch. John was a pleasure to work with every 

step of the way on this POC.” 

VP Advantex 
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“Colin's depth of knowledge greatly enhanced the results. His recommendations made good business sense, and 

created a good outcome for the company and the employees. I trusted the research and the deliverable he and his 

company provided in a timely manner.” 

Customer Service Executive, Rodale  

 

“Colin understands the complex service requirements needed to support large multi-channel companies and he is 

able to articulate those needs to a range of audiences. Once the needs are defined, Colin has the ability to create a 

roadmap and structure for a given project, communicate the plan effectively, and deliver the desired results within 

the defined timelines. Colin is a creative thinker and has deep industry knowledge that would make him an asset to 

any company that engages in his services.” 

Senior Contact Center Executive, Best Buy 

 

“John is a true pleasure to work with. A leader, in every sense of the word. John has the ability to motivate, guide, 

and instill confidence - All within a 3-4 minute phone call. You can always depend on John to give a swift and 

direct cure to any dilemma you may get stuck in.” 

Outsource Service Provider 

 

Follow Taylor Reach on LinkedIn 

 

 
 

On Twitter @colinsataylor 

 
 

Visit our YouTube Call Center Channel 

   
Visit us on facebook at Call Center Consulting 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

http://www.linkedin.com/companies/the-taylor-reach-group-inc?trk=fc_badge
http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/colinsataylor?feature=mhum
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Customer Reach® is published 10 times per year by The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. Customer Reach® may not be reproduced without 

permission. 

 

Subscription requests can be directed to info@thetaylorreachgroup.com or to: 

Customer Reach 

55 Nugget Ave, 

Suite 217, 

Toronto  ON 

M1S 3L1 

Phone - 416-979-8692  

Fax     - 416-412-1171 

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. provides Strategic and Operational customer interaction consulting services that deliver Operational 

Innovation breakthroughs in Contact Center operations. Download our corporate brochure at 

http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/pdf/taylor_reach_group_corporate_brochure.pdf  

Award winning service and more than 200 years of industry experience serving ‘Fortune 1000’ companies. Extensive North American 

and International experience with both captive (in-house), remote agent and outsource centers. More than 14,000 agent desktops 

worldwide employ TRG designed operational business models. 

Delivering Operational Innovation to your Contact Center 

 Contact Center Consulting,  

 Customer Satisfaction Consulting,  

 Contact Center Technologies,  

 KPI and Best Practices, 

 Contact Center Performance Assessments, 

 Commissioned Research, 

 Technology Selection & Purchase Management 

 Quality Monitoring & Assurance, 

 Outsourcing/Off-shoring Assessments, 

 Total Cost of Ownership Assessments, 

 Service to Sales Migrations,  

 RFP and RFI Development and Management 

 Site Location Selection, Analysis and Research 

 Interim Management Services 

 

Award winning service, 60 Minute Free Tele-consult, ROI Guaranteed...Reach Beyond!  

Phone or email John Cockerill, President today at 877-979-8692 ext. 201 

By email at  jcockerill@thetaylorreachgroup.com  

Phone or email Colin Taylor, Founder & CEO today at 877-979-8692 ext. 200 

By email at  ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com  

 

Offices in Toronto, New York, Atlanta & Australia 

TRG are proud members of: 

     

The Taylor Reach Group, Inc. 

E-mail:  info@thetaylorreachgroup.com 

www.thetaylorreachgroup.com      

mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
http://thetaylorreachgroup.com/pdf/taylor_reach_group_corporate_brochure.pdf
mailto:jcockerill@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:ctaylor@thetaylorreachgroup.com
mailto:info@thetaylorreachgroup.com
http://www.thetaylorreachgroup.com/

